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Questions?  

Ø How can I develop my students’ 
algebra understanding?  

Ø How can I help my students 
engage in the Common Core 
Mathematical Practices?  



Claim:  

Functional thinking tasks offer a 
critical way to help children  

Ø develop algebra understanding 
and 

Ø engage in the Common Core 
Mathematical Practices.  



There was a train that ran the same route everyday.  As it went 
along, it picked up two train cars at each stop.   

1.  How many train cars did it have at stop 1? How many train 
cars did it have at stop 2? How many train cars did it have at 
stop 3? 

2.  Organize your information in a function table (t-chart). 
Write an equation that shows the relationship between the 
values in your table for each set of values. 

3.  Find a relationship between the number of stops and the 
total number of cars on the train. Represent your rule in 
words and variables. 

4.  If we count the engine, how would this affect your function 
table? How would this affect your rule? 



� What do you see in this task 
that you would describe as 
“algebra” or “algebraic 
thinking”? 



� What do we mean by “early algebra”, 
or algebra in the elementary grades? 

� How does early algebra relate to the 
study of functions? 



 

�  Generalizing mathematical relationships  
�  Finding a “function rule” 

�  Representing generalizations 
�  Representing a rule in words or variables 

�  Justifying generalizations 
�  Using the problem context to justify the 

nature of a rule 

�  Reasoning with generalizations 
�  Using a rule as an object to reason 

about a novel situation 



How would you design an 
instructional sequence to develop 
your students’ understanding of 
functions? 



 
�  8 weeks 

�  Two 30-45 minute lessons each week (16 lessons 
total) 

�  Week 1: Repeating and growing geometric patterns, 
with an introduction to making the independent 
variable explicit 

�  Weeks 2-4: Functions of the form y = mx 
(represented as additive) 

�  Weeks 5-8: Functions of the form y = x + b 

�  Final: y = mx + b 



 

�  Describe a problem scenario 

�  Systematically explore the scenario for near and far data values 

�  Organize data using a mathematical representation (function table); For 
each data point, write an equation that shows a relationship between the 
two values 

�  Explore relationships in the table, emphasizing relationships between 
quantities 

�  Identify co-variational and correspondence relationships and describe in 
words and variables; 

�  Examine the meaning of variable notation from problem context and 
interpret symbolic rules within the problem context 

�  Use the relationship to predict far values and to reason about problem 
extensions 

(Note: We did not include graphing in our tasks) 

 



 

�  Group-based explorations 

�  Students’ written and oral explanations of their 
thinking 

�  Whole-class discussions led by teacher questioning 



 



Of the mathematical content in 
grades K-5, early algebra is most 
able to comprehensively address 
the Mathematical Practices of the 
Common Core. 



How do function tasks help 
students develop Common Core 
Mathematical Practices? 



�  Make sense of regularity in problem data by noticing structure in number 
sentences 

�  Explain the meaning of parts of an equation (function rule), including 
variables, in terms of the problem context 

�  Make sense of data in function tables (t-charts), including interpreting 
these data to find problem solutions, such as how to represent the new 
relationship where the train engine is counted 

�  “Monitor and evaluate [her] progress and change course” when she 
initially incorrectly represented an arbitrary number of train cars 

COMMON CORE  
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES 

1.   Make sense of problems and persevere in 
solving them. 



2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 

�  Make sense of co-varying “quantities and their relationships in problem 
situations” 

�  Decontextualizing  

Ø  abstract the problem situation about a train that grows in a specific, 
numerical way (at each stop, the train adds 2 more cars) and represent the 
functional relationship in a generalized symbolic form; 

Ø   manipulating symbols as objects themselves, “as if they have a life of their 
own” (Meagan’s use of her original function rule to represent the rule 
counting the engine) 

�  Contextualizing – explain at any point the meaning behind the symbols 
used to represent the relationship (‘v’ represents the number of stops the 
train makes) 

COMMON CORE  
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES 



3. Construct viable arguments and critique 
the reasoning of others. 

�  Reason inductively about data (here, a set of number sentences) in order 
to find a generalized relationship (function rule) 

�  Build arguments that explain the correctness of a generalized rule based 
on the problem context from which data arose (e.g., “Whatever number, 
how [sic] many stops it made, if you doubled it, that’s how many cars it 
would have”. ) 

COMMON CORE  
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES 



4. Model with mathematics. 

�  Write number sentences (“addition equations”) to describe 
relationships between specific numbers in co-varying data. 

�  Identify important data in a situation and map their relationship using 
tables and formulas. 

�  Analyze the relationship in data about co-varying quantities and draw 
conclusions about a generalized relationship. 

�  Interpret their results (function rule) within the problem context as a 
way to make sense of their model (e.g., does the model accurately 
reflect the situation?) 

COMMON CORE  
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES 



5. Use appropriate tools strategically. 

�  Use different representations such as natural language, algebraic 
notation, and tables to reason about co-varying relationship and 
navigate between representations.  

�  Use of tables as a strategic choice to organize co-varying data. 

COMMON CORE  
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES 



6. Attend to precision. 

�  Understand that a variable represents a quantity, not an object and 
accurately state the meaning of symbols they choose (‘r’ represents 
the number of stops, not the actual stops). 

�  Represent function rule with precision (completeness and 
consistency of representation), that is, as an an equation (‘R +  R = 
V’), not an expression (‘R + R’) or in syncopated language (“the 
number of cars is R + R) 

COMMON CORE  
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES 



7. Look for and make use of structure. 

�  Able to discern a pattern or structure in co-varying quantities 

�  Able to make use of an existing structure (i.e., function rule) to generate 
and represent a new relationship 

COMMON CORE  
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES 



8. Look for and express regularity in 
repeated reasoning. 

�  Notice that calculations are repeated in number sentences expressing a 
relationship between two co-varying values and, from this, abstract the 
function rule and express this regularity in symbolic notation (“R + R = V” 
or “R + R + 1 = V”) 

 

COMMON CORE  
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES 
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